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Parametrization of nonlinear and chaotic oscillations in driven beam-plasma diodes

Min Sup Hur, Hae June Lee, and Jae Koo Lee
Department of Physics, Pohang University of Science and Technology, Pohang 790-784, South Korea

~Received 20 January 1998!

Nonlinear phenomena in a driven plasma diode are studied using a fluid code and the particle-in-cell
simulation codeXPDP1. When a uniform electron beam is injected to a bounded diode filled with uniform ion
background, the beam is destabilized by the Pierce instability and a perturbation grows to exhibit nonlinear
oscillations including chaos. Two standard routes to chaos, period doubling and quasiperiodicity, are observed.
Mode lockings of various winding numbers are observed in an ac driven system. A new diagnostic quantity is
used to parametrize various nonlinear oscillations.@S1063-651X~98!00707-7#

PACS number~s!: 52.35.Fp, 52.35.Qz, 52.40.Mj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Self-oscillations and standard routes to chaos were
served in many experiments or numerical simulations
plasma@1–15# and free-electron laser systems@16–20#. It is
important to represent such oscillations in the parameter w
dows for further studies and design of similar systems.
this work, we focus on the parametrizing of a beam plas
model—the Pierce-type plasma diode@1,15# with an external
driver. This plasma diode is a bounded collisionless sys
with an electron beam in a uniform ion background. O
electrode~cathode! is grounded, where an initially uniform
electron beam is injected. The other electrode~anode! is
driven by dc and ac voltages. The ions are fixed, formin
uniform background with nearly the same charge density
the injected electron beam.

Generally, there are many input parameters that can c
trol the system states: system lengthL, the initial velocity of
the electron beamu0, the ratio of ion density to initial elec
tron densityh5ni /n0, the dc driving voltageVdc , the am-
plitude Vac, and the frequencyve of the ac driving voltage.
It is known thatL and u0 can be combined to one mai
parameter called the Pierce parametera5vpL/u0 @1# where
vp is the electron plasma frequency. The effect ofh was
studied by Chen and Linsay@21#. The effects of the driving
voltage and the frequency on the beam plasma systems
investigated in many simulations and experiments@3–14#.
Because of many control parameters, the parameter wind
usually show complex structures. We use a new diagno
parameter, with which such complex structures can be
duced to simple diagrams. This diagnostic parameter or
nated from our previous FEL simulations@16–18# is defined
in a similar way for the plasma diode system@22#.

In Sec. II the fluid equations describing the system
presented. In Sec. III we present the results of simulations
the dc driven cases, the ac and dc driven cases, and the
parameter windows. In Sec. IV the system state is descr
using a parameter that is suggested as a universal diagn
quantity for the beam-plasma systems. The conclusion of
paper is summarized in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATION

Simulations were done with a fluid code@22# and the
kinetic codeXPDP1@23#. The diode is described by following
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one-dimensional fluid equations with proper boundary c
ditions:

]n

]t
1

]

]x
~nu!50, ~1!

]u

]t
1u

]u

]x
5

e

m

]V

]x
, ~2!

]2V

]x2
5

e

e0
~n2ni !, ~3!

where V is the plasma potential,n is the electron numbe
density,ni is the background ion density,u is the velocity of
the electron stream,m is the electron mass, ande0 is the
permittivity of free space. Because the ions are fixed, ther
no dynamic equation about ion motion. Ionization is a
sumed to be negligible; this effect is the subject of our futu
study. We define the coordinatesx50 as the cathode loca
tion andx5L as the anode location. The boundary con
tions become

V~0,t !50, V~L,t !5Vdc1Vacsin~vet !, ~4!

u~0,t !5u0 , ~5!

n~0,t !5n0 . ~6!

The variables in these equations can be properly normal
to reduce the equations into simple forms:

]N

]T
1

]

]X
~NU!50, ~7!

]U

]T
1U

]U

]X
52

]f

]X
, ~8!

]2f

]X2
52a2~N2h!, ~9!

with

N5
n

n0
, T5

v0t

L
, X5

x

L
, U5

u

u0
, h5

ni

n0
,

f52
eV

mu0
2

, a5
vpL

u0
, vp5Ae2n0

me0
. ~10!
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The Pierce parameter is a significant control parameter.
fluid code used here is based on these normalized equa
and all the simulation results are represented in the dim
sionless parameter space ofa, fdc, andfac instead ofu0, L,
Vdc, andVac. The kinetic code does not use these fluid eq
tions but the same normalization convention was used
compare the results from two different codes.

III. RESULTS

The normalized input parameters in Eq.~10! are used in
the fluid simulations. In the kinetic simulations, all the inp
parameters are specified in SI unit. The initial velocity a
density are chosen asu0523106 m/s andn051012 m23,
respectively. In this regime, the electron plasma frequenc
vp55.63107. To changea, the system lengthL is varied
with fixed u0. L is about 0.3 m. Some cases with a differe
u0 but the samea yielded the same results, meaning that t
dimensionless valuea is more important than each ofu0 and
n0 even in the kinetic simulations.

It is well known that a dissipative system undergoes
riod doublings, quasiperiodicities, or intermittencies to rea
chaos. In this work, the first two routes were found to
dominant.

A. dc driven cases

When the system is driven by a dc voltage withVac50, it
becomes chaotic through the period doublings asVdc is in-
creased for a fixeda or asa is decreased for a fixedVdc.
Figure 1 shows the time evolutions of the electric field at
cathode and their power spectra calculated from the kin
code. The Pierce parameter is fixed asa/p52.98 and the
normalized voltage is varied fromfdc50 to 0.18. A clear
period-doubling route is found: stable focus forfdc,0.03,
self-oscillation of period one for 0.03,fdc,0.11, period
two and four for 0.11,fdc,0.14, chaotic oscillation for
0.14,fdc,0.17, and unstable state for 0.17,fdc. The un-
stable state is defined as follows: when the system is
stable focus state or an oscillating state, the velocities o
electrons in the beam are positive, i.e., with electrons mov
from cathode to anode. In some parameter regimes, the
trons start to be reflected near the electrodes due to the
tual cathode. Then the stream becomes turbulent before
ing to the limited current state. This unstable regime can
calculated by the equilibrium analysis@24,25#.

There are strong correlations between the linear gro
rates and the saturated states. In Fig. 2, the solid lines ar
linear growth rates and the dashed lines are the linear
quencies calculated from the linearized fluid equations~7!–
~9! with varioush and fdc. The system tends to be mor
chaotic when the linear growth rate is large. The nonlin
growth rates and frequencies are obtained from fluid eq
tions ~7!–~9!. The nonlinear frequencies determine the ph
velocities of the wave, which are important factors in bea
plasma interactions as described in Sec. IV.

From fluid simulations, the Feigenbaum constantd @26#
for period doubling up to 16P was calculated in terms ofa
@22#. Thed was 4.8308 and 4.6429 forfdc50, h51; 4.7586
and 4.8333 forfdc50.05, h51; 4.9714 and 4.6667 fo
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fdc50, h51.05. These values are close to the univer
value 4.6692.

B. ac and dc driven cases

If an ac voltage is added to the driving force with amp
tude less than the dc voltage, two main frequencies coexi
make a quasiperiodicity~denoted as QP!. One of the main
frequencies is the self-oscillation frequency and the othe
the frequency of the external ac voltage. Figure 3~b! is the
power spectrum of QP. There are two main peaks: the ex
nal frequencyf 151.23106 Hz and the self-oscillation fre-
quency f 2.23106 Hz. Most of the small peaks are repre
sented as the combinations off 1 and f 2 with integral
coefficients@27#. Figure 3~f! is the return map of QP. The
horizontal axis representsE0(t) ~the electric field at the cath
ode at timet) and the vertical axis representsE0(t1T) ~the
electric field at timet1T). HereT is the period of driving ac
voltage, so this return map corresponds to the Poincare´ sec-
tion of a two-dimensional torus@27#. Therefore the shape o
the return map should be topologically similar to a circle.
the system is driven byVdc more strongly with the existenc
of Vac rather small compared to theVdc, the power spectrum

FIG. 1. A period-doubling route to chaos witha/p52.98 from
kinetic simulations. ~a! Stable focus,fdc50.02. ~b! 1P, fdc

50.08. ~c! 2P, fdc50.126. ~d! 4P, fdc50.134. ~e! Chaos,fdc

50.16. ~f!,~g!,~h!,~i!,~j! are the corresponding power spectra.
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has more peaks that are the combinations of two main pe
f 1 and f 2 @Fig. 3~c!#. The shape of return map~or Poincare´
section! distorts from a circle@Fig. 3~g!# and the system fi-
nally becomes chaotic as in Figs. 3~d! and 3~h!.

Figure 3 was obtained from kinetic simulations by var
ing fdc from 0.01 to 0.05 witha/p52.96,fac50.02. When
fdc,0.02, the system shows period one oscillation with
external frequency as in Figs. 3~a! and 3~e!. If the dc voltage
is increased to the regime of 0.02,fdc,0.038, the ampli-
tude of the self-oscillation frequency increases to the leve
that of the external frequency before the system state
comes quasiperiodic. If the dc voltage is increased overfdc
50.038, the system becomes chaotic and finally enters
unstable state forfdc.0.06.

The self-oscillation frequency is more sensitive to t
Pierce parameter than to the driving voltage. If the system
scanned by varyinga, two main frequencies become com
mensurate and mode-locked oscillations are found as in
4. The self-oscillation frequency is approximately~2.0–
2.2!3106 Hz when the mode locking occurs while the exte
nal driving frequency is fixed at 1.23106 Hz so the winding
numbers are 3/5, 4/7, 5/9, 6/11 for the self-oscillation f
quency 2.03106, 2.13106, 2.163106, and 2.23106 Hz, re-
spectively. This gives period 5, 7, 9, 11, and 14 mode-loc
oscillations. The 14P oscillations are the period double
states from the 7P oscillations as shown in Figs. 4~b! and
4~e!.

There appears a mode locking of a different style. IfVac is
raised higher thanVdc, the peak of the external frequency
the power spectrum grows so high compared to that of
self-oscillation frequency that the system shows a period
oscillation as in Fig. 4~f!. If Vac is increased further, the
system becomes unstable. There are also period doub
and chaotic regimes between the period one and the uns
state, which are hard to find because their regimes are
narrow.

Mode lockings are obtained by varyingve with a fixeda.
Mode-locked oscillations with various winding numbe

FIG. 2. Growth rates and system states for variousa, fdc, and
h from fluid simulations. The vertical axis represents the real f
quencyv r and the growth ratev i ~multiplied by 10! normalized
with respect to the electron plasma frequencyvp . The solid lines
are for the linear growth rates and the dashed lines for the freq
cies. The cross marked line represents nonlinear oscilla
frequencies.
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were found and mode suppression was observed near
resonance@28#.

C. Input parameter windows

The previous studies are carried out by varying one
rameter with the other parameters fixed at specified value
will be useful for further study or design of similar system
to obtain the overall features of the system states in the
rameter spaces.fdc versusa/p diagrams withfac50 are
plotted for various ion-electron ratioh in Fig. 5~a! from
kinetic simulations. This figure is nearly the same as o
fluid-code result Fig. 1 of@22#. Both kinetic and fluid results
are in good agreement except for the slight shifts of
boundary lines. When the system is in the regime of perio
or chaotic oscillations, there is no kinetic effect because
velocity distribution of the electrons in the beam is appro
mately the Dirac delta function. In the kinetic simulations t
position of boundaries is somewhat influenced by the sim
lation cell size and the simulation particle number.

A period doubling can be obtained by increasing the
voltage or decreasing the Pierce parameter. In the neigh
hood ofa/p53 andfdc50.1, the period doubling occurs a

-

n-
n

FIG. 3. The power spectra of QP signals and their return ma
fac, a, and the external frequencyve are fixed:fac50.02, a/p
52.96, ve51.23106 Hz. The system becomes chaotic asfdc is
increased.~a! 1P, fdc50.01. ~b! QP, fdc50.037. ~c! QP, fdc

50.04. ~d! Chaos,fdc50.05.
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a varies in both directions. Whenh is changed, the bound
ary lines are shifted. Only the unstable-chaos boundaries
denoted in Fig. 5~a!. Some intermittencies were also foun
but their regime is too narrow to be shown here.

If a small ac voltage is applied with a dc voltage, a wi
area in thefdc versusa/p parameter window is replaced b
a QP regime as in Fig. 5~b!. It is easily seen that QP is th
main route to chaos. The period one oscillation in this cas
somewhat different from that of the dc driven case. In the
driven case, 1P is self-activated by the internal instabilit
but in the ac-dc driven case, the 1 P oscillation is due to the
external ac driving force. If the dc voltage is raised or t
Pierce parameter is decreased, there also appears a
activated oscillation that interacts with the externally driv
oscillation making QP. In Fig. 5~b!, 1 P and QP correspon
to the stable focus and 1P of dc driven cases. The mode
locked regime in the parameter window is too narrow to
shown here.

IV. COMMON DIAGNOSTIC MEASURE

In the study of FEL chaos@16–18#, a diagnosticm was
used to describe the nonlinear states. The nonlinear state
the complex function of the input paramtersS andK andD
as shown in Fig. 12 of Ref.@17#. If the same feature is see
in the m diagram, the system dependence on the input
rameters becomes very weak compared with the depend
on m; namely, the system state is decided predominantly
m as in Fig. 1 of Ref.@18#. It is a dimensionless paramete
empirically defined as in@18#:

FIG. 4. The power spectra of mode-locked states.~a! 5P, a/p
52.98, fdc50.04, fac50.03. ~b! 7P, a/p53, fdc50.07, fac

50.03. ~c! 9P, a/p53.02, fdc50.1, fac50.03. ~d! 11P, a/p
53.04, fdc50.11, fac50.03. ~e! 14P ~period doubled from 7P),
a/p53, fdc50.08, fac50.03. ~f! 1P, a/p53, fdc50.06, fac

50.08.
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m5
Ls

Lsyn
5NwlF2pc~c2u0!

vbu0
G21

, ~11!

whereLs is the interaction length between the electron be
and the electromagnetic wave andLsyn is the slippage length
which is related to the velocity difference.

m is defined in a similar manner to Eq.~11! in the plasma
diode in @22#:

m5
Ls

Lslip
5

pu0

vp
F2pvf~u02vf!

vbu0
G21

5
vb /v r

2~12vf /u0!
,

~12!

whereu0 is the initial velocity of the electron beam andvf is
the phase velocity of the wave inside the diode. The bou
frequencyvb is defined asAekE/m with wave numberk and
maximum electric fieldE at the cathode.m contains the ef-
fects of two factors: the system length, which is related to
interaction lengthLs5pu0 /vp , and the field intensity,
which is correlated with the bounce frequency. It is not
that the velocity difference~slippage! between the electron
beam and the wave is also an important factor in determin
the system’s nonlinear state.

Figure 6 shows them diagrams from the kinetic simula
tions. Figure 6~a! is plotted withm values calculated from
data points in the regime of 2.84,a/p,3.0 and 20.02
,fdc,0.18 for the dc driven cases. For the ac and dc driv
cases,m values were calculated from data points in the
gime of 2.96,a/p,3.08, 0.03,fdc,0.11, and 0.01,fac
,0.04 to be plotted in terms ofm versusa/p, m versusfdc,
and m versusfac in Figs. 6~b!–6~d!. The system states de
pend much more strongly onm than on the input parameter
a, fdc, fac. Them boundary of chaos and periodic oscilla

FIG. 5. fdc vs a/p windows from kinetic simulations.~a! dc
driven case.~b! ac and dc driven case forfac50.01.
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tion is about 1.7–2 regardless of the input parameters. In
FEL case, there are two regimes of chaos—the first is n
m;1.5 and the second is wherem.2. The boundary of this
second regime in FEL@18# is in good agreement with that o
the plasma diode, despite that two systems are quite di
ent. A larger value ofm was associated with more stochas
phenomena than a smallerm case in the homogeneous bea
plasma instabilities in an unbounded system@29#. For ac-dc
driven cases shown in Figs. 6~b!, 6~c!, and 6~d!, there are
large QP regimes instead of 1P in Fig. 6~a!.

If Vdc is fixed small compared withVac and the system is
driven raising ac voltage, quasiperiodic oscillation becom
a 1P mode-locked oscillation and finally becomes chaotic
shown in Fig. 4~f!. Therefore the ratio ofVac to Vdc is a
useful quantity to describe the system state. Figure 7 sho
parameter window offac versusfdc for a/p53. In the
higher ac voltage region, the 1P mode-locked state is domi
nant and the chaotic region is not observed. It is possible
a chaotic region still exists but was not found in the kine
simulations due to the limitation in the numerical precisio
In the lower ac voltage region, the QP to chaos route
dominant with mode lockings. Them values of various state
are shown in Fig. 7. Them distributions of chaos and QP
regimes (1.75,m,2.5 for chaos, 0.41,m,1.8 for QP!
agree with Fig. 6 but them range of 1P regime is very wide
(0.2,m,1.56). It is related to the mode locking. The 7P-
14P mode-locked regime hasm spreading from 1.4 to 2.0
which is comparable to that in the chaotic regime. As see
Fig. 7, the 7P mode-locked region is located close to t
chaos region. The 1P of large m is a mode-locked 1P by
high ac voltage and that of smallm corresponds to the stabl

FIG. 6. The diagrams in terms ofm and input parameters.~a! m
vs a/p for dc driven case.~b! m vs a/p for ac and dc driven case
~c! m vs fdc for ac and dc driven case.~d! m vs fac for ac and dc
driven case. The location of the boundaries varies within error b
as the input parameters are changed.
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focus of dc driven system; this type of 1P will be called
‘‘stable 1P’’ to be distinguished from the mode-locked 1P.
The mode-locked 1P occurs in the strong self-oscillatio
regime, where the large amplitude of oscillation makesm
large by Eq.~12!. The stable 1P is driven only by an exter-
nal ac voltage without a self-oscillation. The oscillation am
plitude is so small thatm is small. It is the reason why the
clear boundary between QP and 1P is not obtained in them
diagrams.

V. SUMMARY

Period doubling and quasiperiodicity were found
driven plasma-diodes. Period doubling is the main route
chaos in wholly dc driven cases@22# and also appears in a
driven cases. QP is not found in dc driven systems@22# but is
a dominant route when a small ac driving force exists. Mo
lockings of 5P, 7P, 9P, 11P, and 14P are observed in some
parameter regimes and 1P mode lockings are also foun
when the system is driven by a high ac voltage. When
system is driven by a high ac voltage, QP disappears and
chaotic regime is too narrow to be observed. The param
windows are obtained in terms of controllable input para
eters.

A potentially universal diagnosticm @22# in analogy with
FEL chaos@18# is used for the driven plasma diode. dc a
ac driven plasma diodes are fairly well described bym. The
boundary between periodic oscillation and the chaos is
proximately m51.7–2. The simulations are carried out b
two different codes~a particle code and a fluid code!, both of
which agree well.
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FIG. 7. Various oscillations in thefac vs fdc parameter win-
dow. a/p is fixed at 3.
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